Minutes
RCA Board of Directors
August 18th, 2021
Meeting called to order at 6:35pm
Roll call: BOD members Chelsea, and Monica, in person, with Brandon virtual. Curt in attendance from Weichert. Absent from the meeting was Kyle.
Guest: Mike Welsch
Observing: Meeting was unable to be livestreamed. Kelli Cruze observing/attending the meeting through microsoft teams. 
Vote: Mike Welsch would like to join the BOD. Brandon motions to appoint Mike to the open BOD seat, Monica seconds. Welcome back Mike!
Class B director: Kelli Cruze from Riverton Knolls has been nominated by 2 other Class B members to represent them on the BOD. We will send out a ballot to the Class B members to hold a vote to elect Kelli as the Class B director on the BOD. 
Drumlin square: account should be updated/ corrected on Riverton's end to the correct amount by the end of the week. 
HR update: Paychex reached out to Curt to see if we would be interested in having them come in to evaluate our current HR protocols and standards and update these as needed. Paychex submitted a proposal that no one was thrilled with. We do think making sure our standards and protocols are current is a good idea. We will look into other avenues to accomplish this. 
Landscaping:  The Lake Pamela landscaping has been updated.
-The landscaping at the end of Coneflower has been completed. 
Benches and picnic tables: ACME has restained the permanent benches. They will work on replacing and fixing the wooden picnic tables next. These should all be updated by next season. 
Front office: Jacqueline gave her notice and quit due to harassment and aggressive behavior from multiple residents. A PSA was issued to all residents that this type of behavior was unacceptable and there would be consequences if this behavior continued. 
-We have new employees starting; Wanda and Jasmine.  
-Their schedules will be posted on the website as well as facebook so the community knows when they can reach someone at the office. 
-During training the communication with the office may be spotty.
-Jasmine is also helping out as a lifeguard until the end of the season. 
Pool: With the help of Jasmine the pool will be able to remain open through Labor day. There may be a slight reduction in pool hours intermittently but we will be able to keep the pool functioning. 
Stripe account: The community center booking site is still non functional. 
-We have reverted back to the old way of renting the CC for the time being by using checks to reserve the room. 
-Anyone that had money tied up with the online booking site has been issued checks as reimbursement within the last 24 hrs. 
Mailbox: The mailbox replacement has arrived. 
-We need to wait for the postmaster to confirm which box numbers go with which addresses. Once we receive that official response then we can get the mailbox set up and hand out the keys to residents. 
-The postmaster no longer wants to be responsible for the back up keys. Riverton will be incharge of replacement or backup keys for the new mailbox. We need to decide on how to store these. 
Tennis/ basketball courts: SG security: They have started the system upgrade. They were able to run power from the pump house to the gate. We are waiting on the next portion to begin. 
Website: Webwah is giving us a proposal for our webpage. We will also get other quotes. 
Assessment: There has been confusion on when the assessments are due because of the wrong date sent out. The due date for assessments is August 31st. We are still actively receiving payments. 
Waterfront revitalization project: Brandon has a project meeting for this next week. What is our vision for Lake Pamela? What should we do with the new possible area? Who's property would it be?
Miscellaneous: We need to set up a Riverton email for Mike and get him set up with appfolio. 

Meeting adjourned at 7:26 pm


